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Australian Small Business Champion Awards
At Finesse Dental we are honoured and proud to be a finalist of the Australian Small Business Champion Awards
for ‘Health Improvement Services.’
The Australian Small Business Champion Awards is a program that supports and recognises small businesses
throughout Australia. It recognises small businesses for
their hard work that business owners put in and for their
contribution to the local community.
We would also want to give our gratitude to all our existing
patients. The highest compliment our patients can give is
the referral of their friends and family. Thank you for your
trust and making us grow. We look forward to serving you
our very best.

The Importance of Check up and Cleans
The team here at Finesse Dental are always delighted to make bookings for patients to see our Dentists. Especially for those who
phone us to make an appointment, not just for themselves but for the whole family for their 6 month recall. By coming in for 6 month
checks and clean you are doing the best thing for your oral health. Dental examination can detect any problems in early stage and
prevent it for any invasive
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Getting teeth cleaned in addition to a check up is important as well. Plaque, that we tend to miss may build up and over time. If not
removed it becomes sticky and hard and becomes difficult to remove at home. Therefore, it must be removed by a dental professional. If these bacteria are left untreated, it can cause oral diseases such as dental decay or periodontal (gum) disease. But did you
know?... It can also lead to more serious diseases such as:
Heart & Cardiovascular disease
Pancreatic Cancer
Dementia
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease relieved
Pneumonia
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Read and know more about it in our next newsletter!
The team here at Finesse Dental believes you and your family had a fantastic break and that the kids kept their Easter chocolate in
check! Book your regular check up and clean today!

CURRENT OFFER
Check-up & Clean ONLY $165 for Non
Health fund members! SMALL GAP
for health fund members. Book your
family’s post-Easter clean today

Teeth Whitening
ZOOM Whitening for just
$800 (Normally $1,200)
Take Home Kit $250
(Normally $350)

